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10 working days window
An appeal has to be received within 10 working days of the date of the
publication of the result(s) of the assessment(s) concerned, or 10 working
days of the date of the Engagement Review Panel decision.

Appeal Stage 1
The Appeal Form can be submitted in person to your School Office, by email
to casework@londonmet.ac.uk or if by post, it must arrive by the deadline
above.

Investigation and Appeal Outcome
The Appeal Assessor will consider your appeal and aim to issue an appeal
outcome letter within 25 working days. We aim to inform you if there is a
delay and give an indication of when the expected outcome is likely to be
received.

Your Consideration
You then have 10 working days to consider the Appeal Outcome Letter and
decide if you wish to request a review by the Appeal Review Panel.

Appeal Review Stage 2
Requests for review must be made on a Appeal Review Form. You
will need to explain why you want the decision reviewed.

Review Outcome
We aim to issue a Review Outcome Letter within 25 working days, or a
Completion of Procedures Letter (COP) if the review outcome is rejected
and not upheld. You can request a COP Letter where a review is upheld.
A review outcome completes the University's internal Procedure.

Once you have been given a Completion of Procedures letter you have
12 months to decide if you would like the Office of
the Independent Adjudicator for Higher Education (OIA), which is the
students' ombudsman, to review your complaint.

External Review
You will need your Completion of Procedures Letter if you wish to take your
complaint to the OIA. The OIA's website gives guidance as to how you can
use the scheme. 

You can submit an appeal against a decision of an Assessment Board or Engagement
Review Panel. The Appeals Regulations and Procedure provides you with the ground(s) in
which you can appeal.
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